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In spite of the vast number of technologies involved, an Industry 4.0 transformation
is  about  a  single,  fundamental  strategy:  connecting  manufacturing  business
processes via application integration. Featuring details about use cases, as identified
by recent research conducted by Informa/IndustryWeek, this webinar brings into
focus  how  the  various  technologies  —  such  as  Data  Analytics,  Industrial  IoT,
Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, Advance Robotics, AR/VR, Cybersecurity,
Additive  Manufacturing,  and  Simulation—in  various  combinations  facilitate
connectivity  between  vital  business  processes  to  drive  competitive  advantage.

By understanding Industry 4.0 through this lens, business leaders will more easily
identify where and how to leverage these technologies to improve every aspect of
their business from sales and marketing, to product development and production, to
delivery and field service.
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Patricia Panchak, President and Editor, Panchak Media, Inc.

Patricia Panchak, president and editor of Panchak Media, Inc., brings 25 years of
researching world-class leadership strategies to help executives leverage the power
of  strategies  created  at  the  intersection  of  three  powerful  forces—digital
technologies,  lean  management  principles,  and  engaged employees.  While  each
approach can be leveraged individually to create a disruptive competitive advantage,
together,  they  become  an  unbeatable  force.  As  the  former  editor-in-chief  of
IndustryWeek, Panchak is a widely recognized authority on business management
and leadership issues. Through extensive research, she provides a window into the
best practices of world-class organizations and provides the knowledge companies
need  to  put  the  challenge  of  global  competition  in  perspective.  She  guides
companies to understand not only what’s possible but what is necessary to drive
their business forward.
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Shekar Hariharan, VP of Product Marketing, Jitterbit

Shekar Hariharan is the VP of Product Marketing at Jitterbit, responsible for driving
company’s positioning, messaging, and content. Prior to Jitterbit, Shekar spent over
14 years at Oracle where he led various leadership roles in Quality Engineering,
Solutions Management and Product Marketing. He played a pivotal role in creating
various industry solutions for mid-market companies. He also played a pivotal role in
creating a  global  ecosystem of  over  140 certified partners,  training them from
selling  and implementing pre-built  solutions,  which  bundled ERP,  CRM,  Supply
Chain and HCM applications, and helped customers achieve rapid time to market.
He also spent a year as a Director of Product Marketing at SugarCRM prior to
joining  Jitterbit.  Shekar  holds  a  bachelor’s  degree  in  Mechanical  Engineering
(MSRIT, India) and Master’s degree in Industrial Engineering (LSU). He also holds
an Executive MBA from UCLA, Anderson School of Management.

Kerrie Jordan, Sr. Manager Product Marketing, Epicor Software

Kerrie Jordan is Sr. Manager Product Marketing at Epicor Software. She brings over
a decade of experience in ERP, supply chain, eCommerce, cloud computing, and
product development business solutions.
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Your business, competition, and industry are changing materially and frequently,
but, sadly, not all of your technology partners got the memo. In fact, some ERP
vendors have been dragging their feet when it comes to cloud, multi-tenancy, and
other innovations. As your organization embarks on its modernization journey, what
should you use as your transformation yardstick?

Join Brian Sommer, founder of Vital Analysis, as he discusses why multi-tenancy
(and other factors!) matter in ERP software today. He will explain:

The generational changes that define modern ERP software
How multi-tenancy, platforms, AI and more are altering your technology
strategy and business cases
The key requirements manufacturers want from ERP providers today
Why your firm might not meet the ‘transformation’ demands of your board
with the constrained technologies of yesteryear
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Brian Sommer, Enterprise Software Industry Analyst, Vital Analysis

Enterprise software industry analyst Brian Sommer covers the ERP, finance and HR
sectors for Diginomica and other publications. Brian began his career began by re-
writing  a  payroll/time-reporting  system for  a  fast  food  chain  and  subsequently
reworked, implemented, implemented, etc. numerous application software systems.
He went on to run Accenture’s Global Software Intelligence organization where he
advised hundreds of clients on software selection and shared services initiatives.
Brian also headed up Accenture’s Global HR Center of Excellence and its Global
Finance/Performance Management Center of Excellence. More recently, Brian has
been a consultant to and an expert witness for major software litigation cases and
anti-trust matters. He remains involved in numerous software strategy and selection
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efforts.

Brian has won the Software Advice’s 2011 Authority Award – ERP Expert (2011) and
numerous ERP Writers’ Awards. He has keynoted numerous software conferences
globally including events for NetSuite, PeopleSoft, Sage and many more. Brian is
guest lecturer at major university MBA programs. He has a BBA (Marketing) and a
MBA (Finance) from the University of Texas at Austin.

Tom Brennan, CMO, Rootstock

Tom Brennan is Rootstock’s CMO. Tom has 30 years of professional experience in
ERP and business software. He has held many executive roles including being at
Financial Force where he was the VP of Marketing.
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